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ESRI PUG February 2007

• Finding and producing hydrocarbons
– Mapping Sciences
– Making and Communicating with Maps
– Data Sources and Software Applications
– Education
– Audit/Review of mapped data
– Holistic Approach 

= Enterprise Wide Spatial Data Management

Finding

Audit/Review of mapped data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some who say that surveying, mapping and spatial data management are not core competencies for a oil and gas exploration and production company.Since half the task of Finding and Producing hydrocarbons is the “Finding” part, this is in fact not true.There are several components of spatial data management in a large oil and gas company.  These are listed.  The overall purpose of my talk is to paint a realistic picture or model of the process that I believe will lead to a stable, reliable and holistic spatial data management system, leading to a high degree of success in our stated goals.I hope that this talk will provide a coherence to this conference I hope you will see your connection to the larger enterprise and be better equipped to support and drive those pieces over which you have influence.Failure to approach the task in a way similar to this, will lead to a state of spatial data anarchy and loss of significant impact and revenue over a long period of time.
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GIS/Mapping Management Requirement
Reformatting, Re-referencing and 

Re-presenting Spatial Data

Summary ‘30,000 Ft’ Spatial Workflow

Functional Activities

Load Sheets
Data Loading

2D, 3D Seismic 
Acquisition & Purchase

Seismic Processing
Velocity/Gathers

Drilling
Directional Drilling

Site Survey

Pipelines/Facilities 
Reservoir Management

4D Seismic
Production

Pre-Lease
Lease Contract

Boundary Definitions
Prospect Evaluation

Interpretation
Proposed Well

Volumetric Analysis

System Activities

Auditing

Application Management
GIS

Interpretation System
Middleware

Well Data Apps
Reservoir Modeling and Engineering

Data Management
Boundaries

Culture (Coastline, Roads, Rivers etc)
Wells

Raster/Imagery

Incoming
and Internal Database

Audit

Software
Audits

Proprietary/Purchase
Seismic Data QC

Audit 
Construction 

Maps and 
Operations and 
Reservoir Data 

Load

Audit Proposed 
Wells vs. Loaded 

data

Audit Data
Loading

Audit Surface 
and

Directional 
Borehole 

Positioning

Audit Block 
Boundaries in 

Contracts and Land 
Grid Data

Property Lease Acquisition
&

Processing

DrillingData Loading
&

Interpretation

Reservoir
Managet

&
Productn

Facilities
&

Pipelines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now to connect the dots….! And finalize the modelMost of these functions need to be connected with other functions sometimes across the complete timeline for the project.This process is often overlooked in the ‘serial’ approach to project management.This results in much duplication of effort at best, and in wasted resources at worst.  For instance purchase of satellite map data needs to be coordinatedPlanning for facilities capacity is a function of initial estimates of volumes etc.This makes the process less serial and links areas that are often not very well linked.Spatial data is a major and often the only common thread in these links.The redline represents the cultural divide between Engineers and G&G!
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Audit/Review of mapped data

• 50% of all surface well locations from industry 
sources are wrongly mapped by over 100ft and 
often as much as 500ft and many of them contain 
no vertical data

• 25% of all directional survey data are wrongly 
mapped by over 500ft in 3 dimensions

• 16% of all seismic data loaded in workstations 
for interpretation have significant disagreement 
in spatial data between components

• All versions of the Texas Land grid have 
problems that are manifested, so far in the 
mapped boundary placement of the units, 
mineral tracts and any feature placed in relation 
to them, such as well spots

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some who say that surveying, mapping and spatial data management are not core competencies for a oil and gas exploration and production company.Since half the task of Finding and Producing hydrocarbons is the “Finding” part, this is in fact not true.There are several components of spatial data management in a large oil and gas company.  These are listed.  The overall purpose of my talk is to paint a realistic picture or model of the process that I believe will lead to a stable, reliable and holistic spatial data management system, leading to a high degree of success in our stated goals.I hope that this talk will provide a coherence to this conference I hope you will see your connection to the larger enterprise and be better equipped to support and drive those pieces over which you have influence.Failure to approach the task in a way similar to this, will lead to a state of spatial data anarchy and loss of significant impact and revenue over a long period of time.
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Location, Location, Location

Mapping – Some Concepts

X

Latitude

Longitude

Southeast
54 paces Southwest

42 paces

Treasure Island

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A conceptual view of offshore positioning – with credit to Teledyne Hastings Raydist, When we are searching for buried treasure, an excellent  map is a pre-requisite.Excellent maps only come from proper management of spatial data in an organization.
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Find it!
Know You Own It!

My Motto

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A conceptual view of offshore positioning – with credit to Teledyne Hastings Raydist, When we are searching for buried treasure, an excellent  map is a pre-requisite.Excellent maps only come from proper management of spatial data in an organization.
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Fact

Petroleum Industry is 
Location Dependent!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A conceptual view of offshore positioning – with credit to Teledyne Hastings Raydist, When we are searching for buried treasure, an excellent  map is a pre-requisite.Excellent maps only come from proper management of spatial data in an organization.
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Principle vs. Technique – A Revolution!

Mapping Principles/No Change
• Understanding Geodesy is the foundation of 

all good surveying and maps
• Cartography describes the mapping science
Technique/Revolutionary Changes
• GPS is the survey utility of the 21st century
• GIS is the mapping utility of the 21st century
• Over 75% of our data is spatially referenced, 

whether we know it or not!

Bottom Line - Doing it right the first time 
can save our Industry millions of dollars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GPS and GIS tools are spectacular if they are used properly.In most cases they are not.This creates a crisis in 9 out of 10 activities 
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Principle vs. Technique – A Revolution!

Mapping Principles/No Change
• Understanding Geodesy is the foundation of 

all good surveying and maps
• Cartography describes the mapping science
Technique/Revolutionary Changes
• GPS is the survey utility of the 21st century
• GIS is the mapping utility of the 21st century
• Over 75% of our data is spatially referenced, 

whether we know it or not!

The corollary is also true!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GPS and GIS tools are spectacular if they are used properly.In most cases they are not.This creates a crisis in 9 out of 10 activities 
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Overview – Tale of Two Models!

Geodetic/Cartographic Model
Organizational Model

Some Ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will discuss 2 models and then make some additional or concluding remarks.The first model is technical and is 7 slides summarizing the most important principles of geodesy and Cartography.  This is a VERY abbreviated view and if you do not understand it, it is time to go back to school!  Every Professional in E&P should be thoroughly familiar with these concepts and know how to provide leadership in their projects on this issue.The second model is an organizational one that shows how spatial data management is a critical component of every major function and is a foundational component of all projects.
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Terrain

Geodesy Reference Surfaces

Geoid
Equipotential surface which 

approximates to MSL

Geoid
Normal to Geoid

a
b

Ellipsoid
Surface where Computations are made

1/f  = a/(a-b)

Ellipsoid

Normal to Ellipsoid

h H

N

N=h-H

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This represents the fundamental issues of establishing a Geodetic Datum.In making any sort of measurement to define the shape of an Ellipsoid or to define a Datum-related Geographic Coordinate Reference System (GeogCRS) with resulting latitude and longitude values, astronomic and gravitational measurements are taken or used. The localized gravitational “ pull “ on the instrument’s plumb bob or level effects the values of the measurements being used, and the assumption is made that the ELLIPSOID and GEOID are coincident, or their separation is somehow defined.This results in a term called “Deflection of the Vertical” which has a significant affect on these measurements.   Different locations produce different deflections ( e.g. the flat areas at  Meades Ranch, Kansas for NAD 27 , the Himalayas and Pacific trenches near Tokyo Observatory for Tokyo Datum ).These, together with the limited technologies available at the time of the observations being made, affected the results ( e.g. Timing issues of the Dutch East Indies Survey from Bombay to Indonesia ).
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Blue Ellipsoid
Global Datum
(Satellite)

Datum Relationships

Geoid

Need ‘Datum Shift’
to transform 
between datums

∆

∆

Green and Red 
Ellipsoid
Regional Datums

∆

∆

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a summary in cartoon form of the previous discussion.The geoid is a single entity, if imprecisely known.The green and red datums are regional datums – highly exaggerated difference.  They are attached to the physical earth at the respective triangle points.  In US this is Meade’s ranch, Kansas (NAD27).  The blue (with yellow center) datum is a global datum and fits the earth’s geoid pretty well (worst case + or – 100 meters in areas of high gravity distortion – i.e. mountain ranges and ocean abysses)The last picture shows the two co-matched – the key thing to note is the difference in the centers of the datums.  These centers are the origins respectively.  A same physical point on one will have a different Cartesian (XYZ) and Latitude Longitude and height than the other.  The difference is related to the X.Y.Z offset of the respective origins.
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Geodesy Datum Shifts

GeocenterEquator

Zp

XpYp

PHeight hp

Ellipsoid

λp φp P

Ellipsoid A (Global Datum)

If the geographical area is small, then
[Xg]    [∆X]    [Xb]
[Yg] = [∆Y] + [Yb]
[Zg]    [∆Z]    [Zb]

Ellipsoid B (Regional Datum)

∆Z

∆X

∆Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting from one datum to the other is conceptually simple but not well understood by the average field surveyoror by most oil company project managers - many mapping technicians also need help
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Datum Easting UTM 24S Northing UTM 24S Local to WGS84 Local to Local
Aratu 505,316.4 2,278,317.4 214.7 meters 208.8 meters
SAD69 505,495.9 2,278,424.1 58.4 meters
WGS84 505,464.2 2,278,473.1

Datum Latitude Longitude Local to WGS84 Local to Local
Aratu 20º 36’ 13.2757”N 38º 56’ 56.3341”W 236.7 meters 220.56 meters
SAD69 20º 36’ 17.4283”N 38º 56’ 50.1240”W 65.12 meters
WGS84 20º 36’ 19.2794”N 38º 56’ 51.2166”W

Mixing Projections - Brazil Example

∆

∆

P

∆Z

∆X

∆Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the same example as we saw in the geodesy module, but includes now, the projection coordinate differences.
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This example showed coordinates of the SAME physical point
Corollary: The same coordinates can represent different points 

depending on the reference origin (datum). 
50% of purchased well data are not associated with a reference 

datum.

Mixing Projections - Brazil Example

∆

∆

P

∆Z

∆X

∆Y

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the same example as we saw in the geodesy module, but includes now, the projection coordinate differences.
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Hierarchy of Mapping

Datum (includes ellipsoid)
is the Foundation

X,Y,Z Cartesian and Lat Long, Ht

Projected 
CRS

is a derivative
of the Datum 
(Geog CRS) 

Easting, Northing, 
Elevation (above MSL)

Equator

Zp

XpYp

P
hp

Ellipsoid

λp Φp

stable Unstable w/o Datum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before getting into the details of projection science, and as a follow on to the geodesy talk, it is important to understand the hierarchy of mapping.The basis is the Geographic Coordinate Reference System (Geodetic Datum).  As you have heard, a Geog CRS is “an ellipsoid of revolution attached to the earth in some manner”.  If the Geog CRS is known then the ellipsoid is known as it is an integral part of the Geog CRS.  The Geog CRS name is crucial, as it defines all other associated information.  X,Y,Z cartesian coordinates are equivalent and interchangeable with Latitude, Longitude and Height measured in reference to the ellipsoid.  The X,Y,Z nomenclature is a 3D set showing the relationship of a point to the center of the ellipsoid as it is attached for a particular Geog CRS, and has nothing at all to do with projection x,y,z (Projection CRS), which are referenced to the origin of the projection.If the Geog CRS is known, coordinates can be transformed or converted from latitude, longitude and height to easting, northing and elevation (Projection CRS).  If the Geog CRS is not known, it is not possible to convert, correctly, eastings and northings into latitude longitude and height or vice versa.
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Scale Distortion 
(N:1)

[1/cos(lat)]

0 ° 1

48 ° 1.5

60 ° 2

71 ° 3

76 ° 4

80° 6

Mercator Projection - Distortion

N

S

Equator

80

60

45

30

15

0

15

30

45

60

80

Lines on the ground and Lines on the map have different values to represent the same thing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mercator Projection.  Secant of the latitude is used to project onto plane.  This causes severe areal distortion in the northern latitudes, but has the property of making lines of constant azimuth straight lines – which is useful for vessel navigation.The inset is from the Goode projection on the title page.  It has its own distortions, but it shown juxtaposed with the Mercator to underscore the dramatic distortions at high latitudes.
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If you remember nothing else…..

• Latitudes and Longitudes are not unique
unless qualified with datum name!

• Projection Coordinates are not unique
unless qualified with Projection name, 
Zone and Datum!

• Heights are not unique unless qualified 
with Surface Reference (Vertical Datum)! 

• Orientations are not unique unless 
qualified with Heading Reference!

• Units are not unique unless qualified with 
Unit Reference!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of all the lessons in the science and practice of geodesy and mapping, these 5 rules are the most important.
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State Plane ZonesNorth American Datum 1927
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State Plane and UTM Zones
North American Datum 1983
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Block Boundary Bust!

At ~300 barrels per acre foot, this 
represents about 49 MM barrels per 100 

ft of pay in the next door block!

4000 ft

Actual Lease 
Boundary

Boundary as loaded 
to interpretation 

system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lease block boundary issue – the Thick boundary  line on top is the actual boundary.  The thin line below is where the boundary was plotted in the interpretation system.  The potential prospect is the oval area, and on the basis of the incorrect lease line location, would not be a suitable target for exploration in our block.A potential loss of a major prospect!
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Tract

Land Lease Liability

Easting

N
or

th
in

g

3D Survey

Mapped Land Grid

Location 
from Survey 
Coordinates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The diagram shows a 3D survey in pink and a proposed well location.  The dotted red lines show the anticipated calls from the section lines.Unfortunately the mapped section lines are misplaced and are actually where the black solid lines are.This will lead to a misplacement of the well relative to the seismic data equivalent to the offset of the section corner as shown by the green line.To avoid this, have the land man provide a latitude and longitude with a GPS receiver and then send it in.  Of course you will need to datum shift this to the project datum in order to make and apples to apples comparison.  If it doesn’t agree when you have done this, then don’t drill the well until you have someone check it out
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Land Lease Liability

Easting

N
or

th
in

g

3D Survey

Mapped Land Grid

Location 
from Survey 
Coordinates

True Land Grid
Tract

Location from Map Land 
Grid Measured relative to 

True Land Grid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The diagram shows a 3D survey in pink and a proposed well location.  The dotted red lines show the anticipated calls from the section lines.Unfortunately the mapped section lines are misplaced and are actually where the black solid lines are.This will lead to a misplacement of the well relative to the seismic data equivalent to the offset of the section corner as shown by the green line.To avoid this, have the land man provide a latitude and longitude with a GPS receiver and then send it in.  Of course you will need to datum shift this to the project datum in order to make and apples to apples comparison.  If it doesn’t agree when you have done this, then don’t drill the well until you have someone check it out
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Unit Boundary & Wells
Unit boundary & Well database errors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows the published grid lines from Tobin (red), versus the adjusted (yellow) based on surveyors well plat distances reversed back from corrected GPS well locations.
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Hypothetical Directional Wells
Fictional directional wells trespass and loss of production

Drilled Surface Location

Drilled Surface Location

Well Bore (typ.)

Drilled bottom location designed to 
existing erroneous Unit boundary.

1100’ of lost production

Possible bottom hole location
designed to Adjusted Unit boundary.

Bottom hole location designed to
existing erroneous Unit boundary.

Well bore trespasses 400' 
into neighboring Unit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows the impact of incorrect well and boundary locations on two hypothetical well plans depending on which way the boundary needs to move to correctly represent the ground truth.In one case the planning is stopped short by the incorrect boundary, resulting in potential lost production, in the second case there is a real possibility of trespass, although generally a field surveyor will catch the fact that the well BH location has crossed into another unit and advise the company interpreter or planner.
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Double Trouble!

Acquisition Contractor
transformed Navigation 

Data to Local Datum

Processing requested 
acquisition Datum

Retransformed data

Survey acquired
Satellite Datum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The example I give is that of a survey acquired in WGS84 datum.Data were transformed to local datum by the acquisition contractor.After completing the processing, the processor called the acquisition company and asked which datum it was acquired in.On being advised that is was WGS84, they executed the datum shift a second time.Well was 350 meters misplaced and was a dry hole.  It was re-drilled at a cost of $30MM.Moral of the story – a little knowledge is even more dangerous than none at all – and you have to ask the right question.
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Loading Sheet Lament!
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Projection 1Projection 1

Grid to Grid Transform

dN

Well Reference Pt dE Projection 2

Well Trajectory

Projection 1

GN1

GN2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Blue grid shows the first projection you are using.  The red shows the projection you want to change to.  The origin is the well reference (KB or Drill Floor or Ground Level).  The blue lines show the dEasting and dNorthing for the black dots which define the well trajectory.  Grid north is different, since the location of the well in one projection is different relative to the central meridian than the other.
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What happens if dE and dN are not adjusted

dN

Well Reference Pt dE Projection 2

Well Trajectory

Well Trajectory
Incorrectly positioned with same dE, dN 

As for Projection 1, but referenced to a different grid north
Error increases with offset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what happens if you use the blue dEasting and dNothing on the red projection.  It rotates the well trajectory in space.  Remember that the well trajectory doesn’t move, we are changing the north reference, when we change the projection.  As you can see the potential damage to the integrity of the well trajectory position could be severe (increase with offset from the well reference point.
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Commercial Well Location Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spatial Layer from a a leading data provider.Note how poor the QC is on these data.  This product was supposed to provide some sort of efficiency by reducing the time to load the data into SDE  clearly this will not provide a good return for the time saved!
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Angle of Dangle!!

One manager 
estimated that his 

staff of 5 
geologists spent 

80% of their time 
figuring out 

where wells were 
and 20% 

interpreting the 
geological 
horizons!!

All posted as ‘straight wells’!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above diagram shows the result of re-surveying all the ‘straight’ (un-deviated) wells on a prospect!The price of this is huge – this represents a corporate hemorrhage!
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Contour Catastrophe!

* **
*

*
*

*

*

* *
Re-contoured  way anticline

New wells

500 ft correction

500 ft correction

Re-contoured closure to fault

New wells would not have been drilled without the correction to the grid

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4 wells repositioned ~500 ft, due to grid error discovered by geologist’s field visit, allowed for re- contouring and subsequently discovery of 2 major gas fields.Imagine how many of these have been missed because the geologist did not have the persistence to go to the field.  A case of a direct relationship between possibly missing reserves directly due to mis-positioned information.
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…….Production Triumph!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Producing horizons of the 2 wells.
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Inversion Insanity!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well data misplaced about 1800 meters – and used for inversion.  While one well may not cause too much trouble, 75% of the wells in this field were misplaced.  This will create major bias in the inversion and subsequent use of the data for follow on drilling decisions.
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Applying the right knowledge to complete a complex task!

Position data 
loading is an 
exercise in this!

Remember 
2/3rds of seismic 
is X & Y*

Note: Geodetically this
s/b Easting & Northing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk addresses the exchange and use of coordinates for seismic requirements.There are good and not so good ways to do these tasks.
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What are the issues?

• Positioning Issues:
– Geodetic and projection identity
– Project and point identity
– Media & formats of positioning

data
– Precision and presentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Abstract:    Positioning Issues Relating to Seismic Data LoadingThis talk relates to various issues encountered in seismic positioning data, which create problems in the loading and usage of the data in coordinate databases and workstations. In particular the presentation discusses 4 topics: Geodetic and projection identityProject and point identityCorrelation with seismic dataMedia and formats of positioning data Geodetic and projection identity focuses on the root cause of most positioning problems, which is miss-identified or miss-matched CRS data during the loading processes.  Several slides are shown which point out the type and magnitude of positioning errors due to these problems. Projection and point identity provides some examples of problems encountered by not understanding the identity of  seismic coordinates.  Slides show the many types of coordinates, which can relate to the same shot point number, what impact shooting direction, re-shoots, re-lays and re-naming can play in creating errors. It also discusses additional requirements for merging coordinate data with seismic. Correlation with seismic data talks about direct loading of 3D bin data and issues relating to loading sheets, skew and distortion. The reduction of acquisition coordinates to row and columns identity and the need to audit this type of data. Media and formats of positioning data.  A discussion on the various media on which coordinate data is recorded and exchanges, issues relating to encoding, blocking, compression and machine dependencies.  I also talk about the standard (UKOOA, SEG and SPS) formats as well as the many non-standard formats for exchanging positioning data and the types of problems this causes. For the HIS presentation of 20 minutes, there are approximately 40 slides in Microsoft 2000 PowerPoint format, with notes pages.  
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If the geodesy doesn’t fit, you must a quit!

Latitude Longitude X Y
29 25 00.00 N 89 56 30.00 W 2,443,081.1 275,426.9
29 25 00.79 N 89 56 30.25 W 3,723,882.6 336,132.4
29 25 00.65 N 89 56 30.80 W 214,552.1 3,257,770.7
29 24 59.77 N 89 56 29.99 W 744,653.0 83,943.2

• All these coordinates represent the exact same physical point on the Earth. 
• They are all correct coordinates.  
• Individually, they could also represent another point somewhere else on the 

Earth and still be correct.

This is the number 1 reason for positioning differences!

Intermixing misidentified coordinates can create positional errors
ranging from a few feet or meters to miles or kilometers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same position, but represented by different datums, projections and units.The key point is to demonstrate that there are more than 1 latitude,longitude representations of the earth and that the majority of projections are referenced to an ellipsoid.(Can point out difference between a sphere and an ellipse).Reference Jim Cain’s talk on Geodesy at IHS.CLICK to point out this is the number one reason for positioning difference.
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Misidentified datums is a common problem

Mismatched datums NAD-27 Vs. NAD-83  (400’ misties for this 
area in Alaska). Mapped NAD-83 incorrectly as NAD-27.

You will NOT see a block shift in seismic data!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of incorrectly mapping lat,lon coordinates.  The project has been defined as Alaska State Plane Zone 4, which is a Transverse Mercator projection.  For this project that projection is referenced to the North American Datum of 1927, which is further referenced to the Clark 1866 Ellipsoid.A set of latitude, longitude coordinates which were acquired in satellite datum (WGS-84 / NAD-83 datum) have been mistakenly read into the project as NAD-27.  As can be seen when plotted along side the same coordinates properly shifted to NAD-27, the unit difference is approximately 400 feet.
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X,Y’s without proper identity can be a problem

• What do we really know about this information?
• I know the coordinates are not in Wyoming.
• The format is not SEG-P1.
• There is absolutely no identity telling you what the points are.
• And how much time would you spend figuring it out?
• Is this time well spent for a Geophysicist, Geologist or even a data 

loader?
• If it was UKOOA or SPS, you’d have a chance!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often the seismic data loader is provided with minimal coordinate information.It is common, to receive the line name, a shot point number and the X,Y or Eastings and Northings.For this data, you are only told it is Powder River Basin in Wyoming.CLICK to point out that this data is in fact not in Wyoming.  It was actually in Montana.
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Issues relating to identity.

• Project and point Identification
– Line and shot numbering

• Overlap / re-shoot schemes
– Position location

• Vessel, common reference point, antenna
• Source and receivers
• Common Mid Point, common depth point
• Echo sounder
• Skids, relays, re-shoots, offset

Errors approaching hundreds of meters 
due to miss-matched position types.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apart from knowing where the coordinates are, you often also need to know what they are.Receiving a file with line number, shot number and coordinates may not be enough, especially if you are merging data into an existing project with other data.  Line and shot number are often assumed to mean a particular point or place or data type.  They may in fact mean something entirely different.In marine surveys, all the acquired positioning and ancillary information are often identified by the shot number.Various acquisition techniques will employ unique numbering and naming conventions to identify the type of data or information being logged.Problems in acquisition often require replacement or re-shoot data to be acquired.  Sometimes these data re re-named using other fields and those fields become the only way to properly identify the data.  
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A mistie due to incorrect point identity.

• Point identity
– What happens If your project is Source and you add 

some Common Mid Point (CMP) data?

170 Meters

Vessel
Source
CMP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of three sets of coordinate information from a typical 3D marine survey.The black coordinates are the location of the vessel (which could be one of several identity types).  The Red shows where the geometric center of the energy source is and the purple is what is called the Common Mid Point, which is half way between the source and the near trace.  Each of these points shares the same identity, that of line and shot point.If you have a project, which is supposed to be source locations and your business or operating partner sends you some data to be included into your project that is at CMP and you assume it is source, then the potential for a mistie with your existing project is great and could approach several hundred meters.
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“I need a UKOOA tape”

Formats and what they mean
– These are Seismic Standards

• UKOOA  - Generally marine
• SEG – Generally land
• SPS – Generally land and TZ/OBC

– ASCII text formats (100’s) 
– Workstation exchange formats. (Many)
– E-mail me a list.
– Soon to be XML, GML etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Positioning data is exchanged in multiple formats.  There are standard exchange formats designed for seismic positioning data. The common names are UKOOS, SEG and SPS.Positioning data is also exchanged in user and software defined ASCII formats.  Spreadsheets are another routine way of exchanging positioning data.You also have import and export capabilities in most workstation and geophysical database software.We also routinely e-mail digital data as lists and tables in documents like Word or Wordperfect etc.Each format should provide geodetic and point identity, which we’ve discussed. Specific to each format is the precision of the coordinates.
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What is UKOOA?

UKOOA: United Kingdom Offshore Operator’s 
Association

• De-facto standard for many positioning formats
• These relate to seismic

– UKOOA P1 is for the exchange of positioning data
• P1/78 (many), P1/84, P1/90 (current)
• May have many position types

– UKOOA P2 is used to record raw data during acquisition.
• P2/86, P2/91(current), P2/94 (current)
• Must be processed to obtain positions!!

• Extensive headers / metadata – Don’t throw 
them out!
– http://www.oilandgas.org.uk/ukooa/newpublications/srchResults.cfm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first of the seismic standards for positioning data is UKOOA.UKOOA stands for the United Kingdom Offshore Operator’s Association.  As you might expect the name implies offshore rather than land.UKOOA in fact has many formats, which are used to exchange positioning data, but we are concerned with those that relate to seismic.There are principally two basic structures.  One is for the exchange of positional data and is called the P1 format. It originated as UKOOA P1/78 (78 being the year) and preceded 3D operations. As 3D came into usage, the format was continuously modified until UKOOA P1/84 was adopted to handle streamer positions.  That too was modified (beyond the standard) until UKOOA P1/90, which is the current.  This format too has reached its limits and we should see some movement towards a new standard in the coming years.UKOOA P2 is unique as a positioning standard if only because the initial version UKOOA P2/86 was intended to move the contractors away from proprietary recording formats for raw data.  Raw data recording is the acquired information necessary to produce final positioning data.  UKOOA p2/91 and UKOOA P2/94 are the current standards in recording raw marine data. P2/94 is an extension of P2/91 allowing for the recording of raw GPS data.It is important to know the difference between UKOOA P1 and UKOOA P2.  As a data loader, you want P1 data not P2 data.  If you only have P2 data, it must be processed (weeks of work) to obtain the desired coordinates stored in UKOOA P1.The UKOOA format contains extensive header information (a requirement of both formats).  The headers are fixed format, meaning each record is identified as to type and content.The link shown provides access to these formats and other UKOOA positioning formats.
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SEG P1 – The format that wouldn’t die!

– SEG - Society of Exploration Geophysicists
• SEG “P1” – Position exchange format.

- Considered by our “industry” as the standard for exchange of “Final”  
land positions.

- Used for almost anything else as well. 

• Last updated by SEG in 1983.
• Supported by most if not all workstations.
• 80 character “card image” records, blocked 20 is the 

standard.  Rarely blocked, Rarely 80 characters.
• Often encoded as EBCDIC rather than ASCII.
• Many non-standard versions.
• Avoid if possible!

• http://seg.org/publications/tech-stand/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is far and away the number one format in use.  It is used for land, marine, transition zone and ocean bottom seismic data.  It was last reviewed in 1983 (I was one of the reviewers!).  This format is supported in some form by almost every workstation and seismic database software system.
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SEG P1 – Pretty normal – incorrect headers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A typical amended / modified SEG-P1 format.  Most everything of use except the coordinates are missing.
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SEG P1 – Unusual – very good headers

All these are freeform. No standard format.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a proper SEG-P1, which has had a compliant and complete set of headers added as well as geodetic coordinates.
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The marriage of positioning and seismic - SPS 

• SPS - The Shell Processing Support 
Format for land 3D data.
– Principal format for TZ/OBC.
– Endorsed by both SEG & UKOOA.
– Built in to many newer acquisition systems.
– Has extensive header structure similar to UKOOA.
– Easting, Northing coordinates only.
– Principal sub files are the “S”, “R” and “X”.

• “S” = source, “R”= receivers, “X”= relationship to seismic.
– The “X” file requires seismic information to construct. 

Channel mapping.

– http://seg.org/publications/tech-stand/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPS is the Shell Processing Support format.  Pretty obvious who came up with the format.It was intended to replace SEG-P1 as a land format.  It is also used for TZ/OBS data.It was the first format/standard that was jointly endorsed by both UKOOA and SEG.Many seismic recording systems, which integrate GPS now support SPS as a recording format.It supports a header structure quite similar to UKOOA.It does not allow for the recording of geodetic coordinates, which is a weakness.The format utilizes sub files containing the source positions, the receiver positions and the relationship records for associating the seismic traces/groups/stations with positioning data.This format can be obtained at the SEG website as well.
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How come the coordinates changed?

• Precision of coordinates for seismic.
– “Generally” 

• Latitude, longitude to 6 decimal places if decimal degrees
• Latitude, longitude & seconds to 2 decimal places if degrees 

minutes and seconds
• X,Y coordinates to 1 or 2 decimal places

– Most expect meters or feet.
– The recorded resolution between X,Y and 

latitude, longitude are not generally equivalent.
• What came first the Lat,Lon or the X,Y?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because the formats are varied, especially those which are created outside the standards, the precision of the coordinates should be addressed.Though this is subject to discussion or “cussin” I have labeled these as general.  For seismic usage, latitude, longitude should be displayed at 6 decimal places if +/- decimal degrees and to two decimal places of seconds if displayed as degrees minutes and decimal seconds.  This conforms to the “standard” formats.Eastings and northings (X,Y) should be displayed to 1 or 2 decimal places depending on the units.  Given meters as the base measure, the standard formats allow for 1 to 2 decimal places.  Feet would then be acceptable at 1 decimal place.  There is in some formats a discrepancy between the precision of latitude,longitude and X,Y such that transforming one to the other does not guarantee the same answer.  It may be that 7 decimal places of decimal degrees or 3 places of decimal seconds may be required to match 2 decimal places of x or y or depending on units and projection even 1 decimal place of x,y.When interpreting formats containing both latitude,longitude and x,y, tests may be required to assess the precision of one or the other before data loading.
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How come only the Y coordinates changed!

• Precision of coordinates for seismic.
– Some formats were not specified to allow for 

full precision of all projections and units.
– You should know about “implied decimals”.
– The standard format specifications are defined 

in FORTRAN nomenclature (FW.D or IW).
• I8, I10, F8.0, F8.1, F10.2 etc.

- 12345678 = I8
- 1234567.  = F8.0
- 12345678 = 1234567.8   if F8.1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again the history of the format often defines what its limitations may be in terms of precision.Be aware of implied decimals.  In order to conform to a specific formats field widths, some coordinates may be multiplied so that the actual decimal point can be dropped to allow for more digits.Also be aware that this is inherently part of the format and can legally occur in either the lat,lons or the x,y’s.  Most of these formats were originally written in Fortran, whose format descriptor for both latitude,longitude and, x,y was always floating point for the decimal portion of the coordinate (e.g. decimal degrees, decimal seconds, x or y).  By defining the field as F11.6 or F10.1 a coordinate without a decimal place “implied” the precision or number of decimals.  Including a decimal point merely overrides the format.Changes in languages has caused issues and even strict changes in interpretation of the formats by some software developers and users of the formats. 
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DMSH,DMSSS,IMPLIED,SIGNED, UNSIGNED!

G965                 1435302716.67N 88 1 4.46W1319785.111054512. 11.5190 40318

S1157                1336302341.76N 8758 2.26W 407074.23362764.0   3.9221 45502

R1349                1016 30120536N  87545847W  1351066210962203 54194103170817

R3 D 8371518303017010N 880305980W 1309321 11072824 0152

S1029                1278 30.359719 -88.0006781324907.211019956. 13.10200 01250

All of these records come from the same project.

There are 4 different formats for Latitude & Longitude.
There are 5 different formats for E,N + 1 change of units.
There are 4 different formats for depth / elevation.
Two of the records are UKOOA P1/84.
Two of the records are UKOOA P1/90.
One was made up in the field.
Some of them were in the same files.

How good are you with a text editor?

If not, what do your DBF and SHP files look like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again the history of the format often defines what its limitations may be in terms of precision.Be aware of implied decimals.  In order to conform to a specific formats field widths, some coordinates may be multiplied so that the actual decimal point can be dropped to allow for more digits.Also be aware that this is inherently part of the format and can legally occur in either the lat,lons or the x,y’s.  Most of these formats were originally written in Fortran, whose format descriptor for both latitude,longitude and, x,y was always floating point for the decimal portion of the coordinate (e.g. decimal degrees, decimal seconds, x or y).  By defining the field as F11.6 or F10.1 a coordinate without a decimal place “implied” the precision or number of decimals.  Including a decimal point merely overrides the format.Changes in languages has caused issues and even strict changes in interpretation of the formats by some software developers and users of the formats. 
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Wonder why they shot it like that, looks like stairs!

• If you misidentify or
do not understand the precision of coordinates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not understanding the precision of the coordinates can lead to interesting results in how other software may see them.Conversely exporting coordinates at less than needed precision can also cause similar issues.
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Understand Precision and Presentation

Be sure and visit the APSG 
website and download

Guidance Note for Geodetic and
Cartographic Applications

(Precision and Presentation)

http://apsg.home.texas.net/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because the formats are varied, especially those which are created outside the standards, the precision of the coordinates should be addressed.Though this is subject to discussion or “cussin” I have labeled these as general.  For seismic usage, latitude, longitude should be displayed at 6 decimal places if +/- decimal degrees and to two decimal places of seconds if displayed as degrees minutes and decimal seconds.  This conforms to the “standard” formats.Eastings and northings (X,Y) should be displayed to 1 or 2 decimal places depending on the units.  Given meters as the base measure, the standard formats allow for 1 to 2 decimal places.  Feet would then be acceptable at 1 decimal place.  There is in some formats a discrepancy between the precision of latitude,longitude and X,Y such that transforming one to the other does not guarantee the same answer.  It may be that 7 decimal places of decimal degrees or 3 places of decimal seconds may be required to match 2 decimal places of x or y or depending on units and projection even 1 decimal place of x,y.When interpreting formats containing both latitude,longitude and x,y, tests may be required to assess the precision of one or the other before data loading.
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How to solve / understand the issues

• Learn basic Geodesy.
• Realize that Metadata must be retained along 

with coordinates.
• Exchange data according to accepted standards.
• Understand precision and presentation of 

coordinates.
• Join or support the APSG and get involved in 

change.
• Support the EPSG/OGP geodetic database     

(www.epsg.org).

http://www.epsg.org/
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Cost Summary

Putting the well in the right place……….. “priceless”

Lease $ 20,000,000
Seismic A&P $ 10,000,000
Interpretation $1,000,000
Management $1,000,000
Drilling the Well $ 12,000,000
Facilities $100,000,000

There are Some Things Money Can’t Buy….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some characteristic numbers for the investment in an exploration well.
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There are Some Things Money Can’t Buy….!
For Everything Else, there’s

Poor POSITIONING is a HIGH RISK activity!!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize…!
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